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Abstract
Optimisation in statistical machine translation is usually made toward the BLEU score, but

this metric is questioned about its relevance to an human evaluation. Many other metrics exist
but none of them are in perfect harmony with human evaluation. On the other hand, most
evaluation campaigns use multiple metrics (BLEU, TER, METEOR, etc.). Statistical machine
translation systems can be optimised for other metrics than BLEU, but usually the optimisation
with other metrics tends to decrease the BLEU score, the main metric used in MT evaluation
campaigns.

In this paper we extend the minimum error training tool of the popular Moses SMT toolkit
with a scorer for the TER score, and any linear combination of the existing metrics. The TER
scorer was reimplemented in C++ which results in a ten times faster execution than the refer-
ence java code.

We have performed experiments with two large-scale phrase-base SMT systems to show
the benefit of the new options of the minimum error training in Moses. The first one translates
from French into English (WMT 2011 evaluation). The second one was developed in the frame
work of the DARPA Gale project to translate from Arabic to English in three different genres
(news, web and transcribed broadcast news and conversations).
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1. Introduction

It is today common practice to use a log-linear approach to combine the various
models involved in statistical machine translation (SMT). This is summarised in the
fundamental equation of SMT:

e∗ = arg max
e

log
∏
i

fi(e, f)
λi = arg max

e

∑
i

λi log fi(e, f) (1)

fi(e, f) are functions of the source e and target word f sequences. Typical feature
functions include the translation and distortion model, a language model on the tar-
get language and various penalties. Each feature function is weighted by a coefficient
λi. These weights are usually optimised so that to maximise the translation perfor-
mance on some development data. In the popular Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007),
this numerically optimisation is performed by a tool called mert (Bertoldi et al., 2009)
which performs a simplex-style optimisation.

The provided mert tool uses the BLEU score as performance measure of the trans-
lation quality (Papineni et al., 2002). Despite the fact that the relevance of BLEU is
often questioned, see for instance (Hammon, 2007), it is still a metric frequently used
to evaluate machine translation, and more importantly to tune SMT systems. In fact,
many metrics have been proposed to measure MT quality, for example TER (Snover
et al., 2006), TERp (Snover et al., 2009) and METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) just to
mention some, and many of them are believed to correlate better with human judge-
ments of translation quality. However, many of these metrics are not used to tune the
SMT systems, at least they are not available for the Moses toolkit. It has also been ob-
served several times that it is better to optimise towards the same metric that is later
used to evaluate the SMT system.

Some previous works showed the interest of optimising toward BLEU and TER
(Mauser et al., 2008; Cer et al., 2010b). Some of this work has been done with other
MT systems like the Phrasal Machine Translation system (Cer et al., 2010a). Most of
people use the Moses SMT system (Koehn et al., 2007) which uses MERT to optimise
its parameters. We implemented a metric combination into MERT.

This kind of experiment is hard to reproduce by the fact that TER and metric com-
bination is not directly implemented in MERT program (Bertoldi et al., 2009). That’s
why a MT Marathon project was suggested on this subject last year. We start over
this project and we provide this tool to the Machine Translation community as open
source.

In this paper we describe an extension of the mert optimiser provided in the Moses
toolkit to optimise the translations performance with respect to the linear combina-
tion of multiple metrics. We have performed experiments for two well known large
translations tasks: a French/English SMT system that was ranked among the best
ones in the 2011 WMT evaluation and a state-of-the-art SMT system to translate from
Arabic to English in the framework of the DARPA Gale project. As as special case we
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will consider the frequently used combination (TER − BLEU)/2, but we also report
results on other combinations.

This paper is organised as follows. In the next section we will first give some details
on the new scorers for the mert tool. We then present experimental results for the two
tasks mentioned above. The paper concludes with a discussion of open issues.

2. A fast scorer for TER

We extended the mert tool in a flexible way so that to allow multiple metrics. The
mert tool provided with Moses uses the notion of a scorer. This is basically an ab-
stract C++ class that implements a particular metric, by default either the BLEU, WER
and PER scores. It is not possible to use a combination of several metrics. Each scorer
reads a file withn-best translations and produces a file with the corresponding scores.

We realised two additional scorers:
• the TER scorer which implements the translation edit rate (Snover et al., 2006)

algorithm in MERT;
• the merge scorer which implements the combination of two or more metrics.
The TER score is usually calculated using the reference implementation of M. Snover

in java. We reimplemented a TER scorer in C++ in order to have an easier interface
with the mert software and to speed up the calculation of the TER score. In fact, it was
observed that the calculation of the TER score with the java software can take some
time, up to a minute on large development sets. This would result in a slow optimi-
sation by MERT since the scorer is called on large n-best lists. Our implementation in
C++ is roughly ten times faster than the java code.

In addition, we implemented a merge scorer that allows the linear combination of
an arbitrary number of scorers. This allows in particular to minimise (TER−BLEU)/2,
but it also possible to attach a weight to each scorer, for instance (TER− 2 ∗ BLEU)/2.
For this, a new switch has been added to the script mert-moses.pl --sc-config, e.g. --
sc-config=BLEU:2,TER:1. All necessary configuration files are generated automati-
cally by the script mert-moses.pl. A typical configuration file is shown in Table 1. This
configuration file is used by the merge scorer in order to set weights associated with
metrics. When this scorer is used, the extractor software, which is a part of the mert
toolkit, succesively extract data (features and scores) for each metric. Then, the mert
software is called by using the switch --sctype MERGE.

The mert tool always tries to maximise the returned scores, but TER is an error
metric that should be minimised. Therefore, the negTER score is used and actually
returns 1-TER.

Theses scorers are open source and released to the machine translation community
with the moses SMT toolkit.
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Metric weight feature file name score file name
BLEU 2 BLEU_FEATURE_FILE BLEU_SCORING_FILE
TER 1 TER_FEATURE_FILE TER_SCORING_FILE

Table 1. Example of a configuration file for the metric combination 2xBLEU-TER.

3. Experiments

The TER scorer as well as the merge scorer were evaluated for two important tasks:
the translation from French to English and the translation from Arabic to English.
Both system are phrase-based, but the same procedure could also be applied to the
hierarchical system moses_chart. We performed several experiments to asses the im-
pact of different combinations of the scorers, keeping all other settings unchanged,
in particular a fixed seed was used during the mert optimisation process. The beam
search is set to 0.4 and the mert n-best is set to 100.

3.1. French/English system

Since several years, between several European languages. LIUM build this a sys-
tem to translate between French and English. Our official systems are optimised using
the default implementation of the mert tool which only optimises toward the BLEU
score. After the evaluation, we have performed additional experiments with our new
scorer. In this paper we only consider the translation from French to English. In our
experiments with different metrics, we used exactly the same translation and lan-
guage models than in our evaluation systems. The first model was trained on about
435M words of parallel data, while more than 7 billion words were used for the En-
glish language model. More details are given in (Schwenk et al., 2011). We report
BLEU and TER scores on our development corpus (newstest2009), our internal test
set (newstest2010) and the official test set of this year’s evaluation (newstest2011). All
metrics are case sensitive and include punctuations.

Table 2 summarises all the results. The first line, labelled BLEU corresponds to our
official evaluation system. The second line, shows the results when using negTER as
optimisation metric instead of BLEU. It is not surprising to see that this leads a de-
crease in the TER score, but unfortunately this comes at the cost of a worse BLEU
score. BLEU is a precision metric which must be maximised while TER is an error
measure which should be minimised. Therefore, it is common practice to look simul-
taneously at both metrics using the value (TER − BLEU)/2 which must be of course
minimised.

It can be clearly seen that we achieve best results by directly optimising the com-
bined score (TER− BLEU)/2. On the development data, this decreases the TER score
from 53.98 to 53.58 without penalising the BLEU score. This results in an improve-
ment of the combined score from 12.42 to 12.22. It is nice to see that the results are even
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newstest2009 newstest2010 newstest2011
(Dev) (Internal test) (Evaluation test)

Optimisation BLEU TER TER−BLEU
2

BLEU TER TER−BLEU
2

BLEU TER TER−BLEU
2

BLEU 29.14 53.98 12.42 29.65 52.78 11.57 30.19 51.61 10.71
TER 27.65 52.91 12.63 28.79 51.56 11.39 29.36 50.57 10.61
1xBLEU-TER 29.15 53.58 12.22 29.95 52.42 11.24 30.37 51.36 10.50
2xBLEU-TER 29.10 53.88 12.39 29.93 52.55 11.31 30.15 51.56 10.71
3xBLEU-TER 29.19 53.83 12.32 29.99 52.46 11.24 30.14 51.56 10.71
4xBLEU-TER 29.21 54.01 12.40 29.98 52.60 11.31 30.08 51.75 10.84
5xBLEU-TER 29.33 53.84 12.26 29.89 52.53 11.32 30.21 51.56 10.68

Table 2. Results for the French/English WMT 2011 translation task.

better on the internal and official test set: the BLEU and the TER score do improve
when optimising on the combined criterion instead of BLEU itself. On newstest2011
BLEU improves from 30.19 to 30.37 and TER from 51.61 to 51.36. Unfortunately, this
improved system did not participate in the human evaluation. It would be very inte-
resting to see how theses changes impact human judgements.

The merge scorer is able to perform arbitrary linear combinations of the two me-
trics. The corresponding results are shown in the subsequent lines of Table 2. For this
task, this did not improve the overall combined performance.

3.2. GALE evaluation task

In 2005 DARPA lunched a new 5 year language technology program called Global
Autonomous Language Exploitation, shortly GALE. The goal of this project was to
build high performance machine translation systems from Arabic and Mandarin into
English for text and speech and to prepare this information in various ways (distil-
lation). Several genres were considered: news paper texts, WEB data and broadcast
news and conversations automatically transcribed from speech to text. LIUM deve-
loped phrase-based systems to translate all these genres from Arabic to English in
collaboration with IBM’s Rosetta team.

DARPA organised yearly evaluations to measure the progress. The official metric
of this evaluations was HTER which is a human judgement. In principle, this error
measure corresponds to the minimal number of edit operations (insertion, deletion,
substitution and block shift) a human operator has to perform to correct the errors
of the automatic translation. Obviously, the human metric HTER is related to the
automatic metric TER. In fact, HTER could be seen as TER with optimal references
created on the fly for each sentence, or TER with respect to a pool of all possible ref-
erence translations.

We developed separate systems for the news, web and speech genre.1 Statistics
on the used parallel training data are given in Table 3. For each genre a development

1it is not possible to automatically separate broadcast news and broadcast conversations.
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and internal test corpus was available. It consisted of about 50k English words for the
news and web genre, and almost 100k words for the speech genre. Three reference
translations are available for the web and broadcast conversation genres, while only
one is available for the news and broadcast news genres.

Genre # lines # words AR # words EN
news 3M 72.8M 76.9M
web 2.2M 46.6M 48.3M
speech 2.4M 54.4M 57.3M

Table 3. Size of the different bitexts used for our Arabic/English Gale systems.

All the experimental results are summarised in Table 4. Again, we give the BLEU
score, TER and the combination (TER−BLEU)/2 when optimising the systems for the
different criteria.

Corpus Optimisation Dev Test
name BLEU TER TER−BLEU

2
BLEU TER TER−BLEU

2

news

BLEU 33.56 43.80 5.12 33.56 44.25 5.34
TER 34.07 42.81 4.37 34.07 43.18 4.55
1xBLEU-TER 33.55 43.67 5.06 33.55 44.00 5.22
2xBLEU-TER 33.47 43.66 5.09 33.47 44.05 5.29
3xBLEU-TER 33.66 43.45 4.89 33.66 43.91 5.12
4xBLEU-TER 33.63 43.68 5.03 33.63 44.01 5.19
5xBLEU-TER 33.47 43.69 5.11 33.47 44.15 5.34

web

BLEU 40.78 61.20 10.96 39.27 61.86 11.29
TER 40.46 60.59 10.68 39.24 61.43 11.10
1xBLEU-TER 40.76 61.09 10.79 39.52 61.72 11.10
2xBLEU-TER 40.62 61.01 10.87 39.28 61.56 11.14
3xBLEU-TER 40.72 60.86 10.72 39.42 61.56 11.07
4xBLEU-TER 40.71 61.17 10.92 39.33 61.69 11.18
5xBLEU-TER 40.63 61.55 11.24 39.06 62.04 11.49

speech

BLEU 33.73 58.03 12.15 33.94 58.03 12.04
TER 33.30 55.92 11.31 33.39 56.34 11.47
1xBLEU-TER 34.04 56.98 11.47 34.13 57.17 11.52
2xBLEU-TER 33.97 57.21 11.62 34.12 57.28 11.58
3xBLEU-TER 33.86 57.97 12.05 33.88 58.13 12.12
4xBLEU-TER 33.85 58.02 12.09 33.79 58.37 12.29
5xBLEU-TER 33.85 57.91 12.03 33.84 58.13 12.14

Table 4. Results for the Arabic/English Gale translation tasks.
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The results for the news genre are somehow surprising. In fact, when we tune on
negTER we get, as expected, an improvement of the TER score on the development
and test corpus, but the BLEU score also improves by about 0.5 points, in comparison
to tuning directly on the BLEU score. Overall, the combined score (TER − BLEU)/2
is substantially improved. Tuning directly on the combined metric always produced
worse combined scores than tuning on negTER only. We are currently investigating
this effect. Note that it can’t be explained by the BLEU brevity penalty since it is 1.0
for all the experiments.

The improvements are less important for the web genre: we achieve a smaller im-
provement in the TER score, with only minor changes in the BLEU score. Optimising
on TER or (TER−BLEU)/2 gives basically the same results: 10.68 versus 10.72 on the
dev data, and 11.10 and 11.07 on the test data. The improvements in the TER score for
the speech genre are quite substantial, up to 2 points, with a modest loss in the BLEU
score.

Overall, it is always best to tune on negTER for all the genres of the Arabic/English
Gale systems, although (TER−BLEU)/2 is almost quite as good for the web and speech
genres.

4. Conclusion

This paper addressed the important issue on which automatic measure one should
optimise the weights of the feature functions in the log-linear model used in SMT. For
this, we extended the mert optimisation software in the very popular Moses SMT
toolkit with scorers for TER and a merge scorer which allows to optimise an arbitrary
linear combination of other metrics. Since the TER scorer is implemented in C++ in
performs roughly ten times faster than the reference java code. The whole software is
open-source and available in Moses svn2.

We have performed experiments with two large-scale phrase-base SMT systems.
The first one translates from French into English (WMT 2011 evaluation). The second
one was developed in the frame work of the DARPA Gale project to translate from Ara-
bic to English in three different genres (news, web and transcribed broadcast news and
conversations). For the WMT system we have observed, like many others before, that
tuning on one metric, concretely BLEU or TER, obviously improves the performance
measured in this metric, but usually worsens other metric. Best results were obtained
when tuning directly on a linear combination of both, usually (TER− BLEU)/2.

For the Arabic/English system, significant improvements of the combined score
(TER − BLEU)/2 were obtained, in particular for the news and speech genre. How-
ever, in contrast to the WMT task, this can be obtained by tuning on TER only. We are
currently investigating the reasons for these effects: is the tuning affected by the speci-

2https://mosesdecoder.svn.sourceforge.net/svnroot/mosesdecoder
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ficities of the language pair, i.e. French/English versus Arabic/English, the number
of available reference translations, . . . ?

In the future, we plan to add further metrics, namely TERp and METEOR, and we
try to study which metric combination is best related to human judgements.
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